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ABSTRACT
In this short position paper, we discuss how researchers might sup-

port “collaboratively designed contribution tracking systems” (e.g.,

systems to record the contributions of DAO members or contribu-

tors to open source projects) and highlight how such systems are

well-suited to navigating trade-offs in terms whether contributions

are recorded passively (i.e. via logging) or actively (i.e. via forms)

and whether contributors have “use-awareness”, i.e. do they know

how their contributions will or might be used. We propose a set

of opinionated defaults for kick-starting bottoms-up collaborative

design of contribution record keeping, and discuss our work in

progress aimed at answering empirical questions in this space.

1 INTRODUCTION
There are many contexts in which a group of people (e.g., members

of a DAO, or “Decentralized Autonomous Organization“) would

want to collaboratively design and use a system for keeping track

of contributions to some shared cause. Such a system would allow

the people who make contributions to play a role in deciding on a

record schema, the design of record creation interfaces (e.g., logging

forms), and even how records will be used (e.g., for analysis, for

compensation, or for producing user-specific recommendations).

To provide a very concrete example, a team working on a software

project may want to record contributions to the project in a struc-

tured fashion, and all the team members might have opinions – that

vary by member, and even change over time – about how those

logs should be structured. Or, a group may wish to share their re-

views of some class of products to engage in collaborative filtering

[5]. In such cases, the group must design an interface for record

creation and make decisions about what things should be recorded

and how those records should be classified. Furthermore, in many

contexts, different contributors will have different opinions about

how specific records should be classified or tagged.

Users of collaboratively maintained contribution tracking sys-

tems (or record keeping systems more generally) must navigate

trade-offs in terms of how data collection occurs. We are especially

interested in two specific design dimensions: active vs. passive data

collection and use-aware vs. use-unaware data collection. By select-

ing a set of “initial conditions” for a particular contribution tracking

system, we argue it may be possible to make these trade-offs highly

visible to contributors, and ultimately support bottoms-up gover-

nance of such systems. We also discuss ongoing research to answer

empirical questions about how people navigate these trade-offs.

We present a proposal for initializing a collaboratively designed

contribution tracker that includes feedback loops so contributors

can weigh in on record schema, how contribution records are used,

and how preferences are aggregated (where preferences can pertain

to the record schema, record usage, the ranking of contributions,

and even preference aggregation itself). We also discuss our near-

term research plans to study a prototype version of such a system

that focuses on collectively “cultivating” record schema and using

contribution records to perform value assessment. We hope our

arguments for this approach foster discussion in the emerging

decentralized governance research community about this research

direction.

Different record keeping systems vary in how much they em-

phasize passive data contributions – passively generated as people

go about their regular activities like committing code or consum-

ing content – and active data contributions – people take explicit

actions to generate records, potentially with the intention of im-

pacting other people and downstream systems and processes. We

can also think of the active vs. passive distinction as an implicit
vs. explicit distinction, drawing on the classic dichotomy of im-

plicit feedback for recommender systems (i.e. “did the user watch a

movie”) and explicit feedback (i.e., “what star rating did the user

voluntarily give the movie”). See e.g. [9] for an early discussion and

Chapter 5 of [7] for very recent discussion.

The case for distinguishing between use-aware and use-unaware

data collection arises from recent scholarship that emphasizes the

idea that many kinds of data are produced via under-discussed

“data labor” by the public [1, 10] and that the public may have an

untapped source of leverage called “data leverage” [16]. In general,

active data collection methods are more likely to give contributors

use-awareness (e.g., a movie rating system that communicates to

users that any movie ratings they provide will be used to improve

movie search for other users), but it is not guaranteed that active

data collection always fosters use-awareness, or vice versa – we

discuss some counterexamples below (see e.g. Fig 2). Furthermore,

use-awareness can be thoughts of as subject to change over time,

as new uses of a given set of records can always arise in the future

(a prime example being the development of large language models

that use code fromGitHub [3]). Oneway contribution records might

be used in the DAO space is to determine how much compensation

contributors receive; in this context, use-awareness may be high

stakes.

We are interested in two research questions about these dimen-

sions of contribution records. First, very few systems let data cre-

ators have a say in how the active vs. passive data collection trade-

off is navigated. When given the chance, how will different groups

of contributors collectively navigate trading off between active

and passive data collection? More specifically, (a) will contributors

change the data schema, and (b) will these changes generally make

data entry more active (e.g., by adding new dimensions to records)

or more passive (e.g., by replacing active record creation forms with
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Figure 1: Visual summary of the components of a starting point / opinionated default for a collaboratively designed contribution
tracker.

passive forms of contribution recording like scraping other data

sources)?

Second, if data creators are given more use-awareness about the

record keeping system (i.e., told how data contributions can affect

downstream processes or told how their data contributions will

be valuated), will they change their data contribution patterns?

We can examine this question both quantitatively – by examining

observed and self-reported changes in data contribution behavior

– and qualitatively, by talking directly to contributors about their

experiences with such a “use-aware” system.

By examining the impact of these two dimensions, we can pro-

vide insights that are broadly useful for a large class of data-driven

systems that includes both “governance” systems and more tradi-

tional “AI” applications like recommendation and classification.

2 RELATEDWORK
This work builds on a variety of recent initiatives to implement on

decentralized governance.

A primary motivating use case for contribution tracking is iden-

tifying and measuring flows of value. Our proposed work draws

heavily on progress from authors of the SourceCred tool, who have

tested techniques for thinking of contributions in terms of flows

of value along a contribution graph [8]. Our work also relates to

research efforts that have studied blockchain governance in practice

used ethnographic techniques [11].

Our work is additionally highly related to the concepts of “mod-

ular politics” [12] and “peer governance” [4]. Notably, we similarly

take a bottoms-up approach, and aim to create an iterative process

that allows for “dissensus” [2]. While we have not yet directly con-

nected our planned experiments with the open standard of Modular

Politics or a software infrastructure like PolicyKit [17], this is a ripe

area for future work. More generally, we see this work as aligned

with efforts to experiment with online governance [15]. We plan to

mix in the wild experiments (specifically, with active DAOs) with

simulation experiments in the spirit of early collective action work

[6].

3 PROBLEM DEFINITION
We consider the broad category of problems in which a group of

people want to work collaboratively on some kind of record keeping

task where each record corresponds to a unit of “contribution”;

each individual contributor has some opinions about (1) the record

schema, (2) the design of the record creation interface, and (3) how

the records should be used. To keep the discussion of these questions

tethered to specific examples, we will refer to our example use-

cases from above: a team working on a software project that keeps

“contribution logs” (i.e., something like logs kept for a software

development shop to bill clients) and a group of friends who want

to run their own collaborative filtering movie recommender system.

We might further imagine each of these groups is a DAO, though

our main ideas can apply to non-DAO groups as well, especially

those that exhibit networked, distributed, or consortium structures.

We assume that contributors want to structure their contribution

records in some fashion (i.e., enforce a data schema), but that each

group and each context might be better suited for different kinds

of structure. For instance, perhaps the software team wants each

contribution log entry to be labeled with a set of categories (but

each member has a different idea about the ideal number of cate-

gories, and whether or not certain kinds of contributions could be

accounted for via post-hoc analysis). Similarly, perhaps the friends
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trying to bootstrap a recommender system want to debate the mer-

its of thumbs-up/thumbs-down style ratings versus 5-star ratings

vs. “score out of 100” ratings, or are interested in rating items along

many dimensions (e.g., a 1-10 funniness score, a 1-10 drama score).

Importantly, changes to these schemamay fundamentally change

how data contributions are collected, i.e. what is the “input vocabu-

lary” and what do “input forms” look like. On the highly unstruc-

tured end, perhaps records are completely unstructured text entries

of different lengths or images of different sizes. On the highly struc-

tured end, perhaps records are generated via a survey form with

only yes/no questions. Middle ground examples might include text

entries of limited length (e.g., tweets) or something like browsing

history.

We take the stance a key goal of collective maintenance and cul-
tivation of the system is that the opinions of each data contributor

should be taken into account. We are particularly interested in how

contributors collectively reach consensus (or not [2]) about updat-

ing individual proposed changes to the canonical record schema.

3.1 Active vs. Passive Data Collection and
Use-awareness of Data Collection

Different choices regarding the design of the input form, and thus

the input vocabulary, will correspond to different levels of how

active/explicit certain records are. If records require a contributor

to take an explicit action (e.g., fill out an entry box, select from a

drop-down, etc.) this is a form of active data creation. If records are

generated passively (e.g., someone uploads their browsing history

which was generated passively by their browser software), we

can say that the resulting records will lean towards being more

passive/implicit.

The input formwill also impact the dimensionality of the records,

i.e. how many columns does a record have (and therefore how

many questions/entry boxes are in the form). Some record keeping

tasks require higher dimensionality data. For instance, a form that

asks users for a single 5-star rating is entirely active, and a form

that asks for a 1-10 funniness score and a 1-10 action score is also

entirely active, but the second form has twice the dimensionality

(two variables on {1, 10} vs just a single variable on {1, 10}).
A related but separate question we can ask about a particular

records system is whether a person creating a record knows how

that record will be used. We can call this property “use-awareness”.

Use-awareness can be very broad, because many kinds of records

can have many uses (text data is a helpful example here, especially

given a recent trend of using language models to solve a huge vari-

ety of different tasks [14]). We can think of broad use-awareness

as whether or not a given data creator knows at a high-level what

kind of application their records will be used for. We can think of a

more specific use-awareness as whether a given data creator can

reason about the specific impact of their contributions on down-

stream models, using techniques from the area of data valuation
[13]. Higher use-awareness amongst contributors could in turn lead

to more opinions being expressed about how the records should be

structured.

We hypothesize that use-awareness and activeness are related

in the following way: in general, passive data collection has the

tendency to lower use-awareness, and use-awareness tends to make

data collection more active. This relationship between data collec-

tion dimensions is visualized in Fig. 2.

However, in theory these two dimensions are not perfectly cou-

pled, as it is possible to have passive data collection with high

use-awareness (all git contributions are constantly analyzed, but

everyone knows this is happening), and to have very active data

collection with low use-awareness (everyone takes a super labori-

ous survey at the end of every work day, but nobody really knows

what it’s used for). These counterexamples are also included in Fig.

2.

Consider the following example of how use-awareness may im-

pact data creator behavior: a store installs a camera to observe

customer behavior, and will use the footage to rearrange products

on the shelves based on how people recorded on video act. At first,

the camera is hidden. Data creation is entirely passive and creators

cannot have any use-awareness. If one person notices the camera,

and yells loudly, other customers may start acting differently (e.g.,

avoiding the camera), with the intention of impacting how the data

will be used.

3.2 Key Hypotheses of Ongoing Work
We make the following hypotheses, which motivate our experi-

ments in this space:

• Different contributors will have different opinions about

data schema, and trying to aggregate these opinions in

some manner can lead to better record keeping systems

(though we need not always seek consensus [2]).

• Increasing use-awareness will generally result in systems

that better serve the needs of contributors, unless this use-

awareness creates excessively large costs in terms of atten-

tion.

• In most cases, active data collection will lead to better use

awareness, though this can be disrupted by power dynamics

(e.g. an employer who hides the purpose of labeling tasks

assigned to employees). Use-awareness may also drive in-

terest in active data creation and lead users to express more

opinions about record schema.

• If communities can make their own choices about these

parameters, and adjust as needed over time, record keeping

systems will work better for them!

Below, after outlining what collaboratively design contribution

tracking systems that emphasize different aspect of data collections

might look like, we briefly discuss ongoing work to test these key

hypotheses.

4 PROPOSED STARTING POINT FOR DESIGN
Here, we propose a set of starting components to (1) help data cre-

ators collectively decide on a schema for the records they contribute,

(2) help data creators determine how active or passive data collec-

tion should be, and eventually (3) test the impact of use-awareness

on data creator behavior and record usefulness. Because our goal

is to make this system collaboratively designed, any choices the

research team makes are only a starting point: users should be able

to change almost all aspects of the contribution tracker. In our early

experiments, we will keep most of these proposed components
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Figure 2: Visual summary of our hypothesized relationship between activeness of data contribution and use-awareness.

fixed but aim to incrementally relax the “top down” constraints on

design.

The relationship between components is visually described above

in Fig. 1.

4.1 Records and Schema Cultivation
First, there will be one form that stores contribution records in a

so-called “Records” data table. This aptly-named table is designed

to hold the primary records of interest. In our running examples, a

prototypical record might tell us something like “Alice fixed Bug

123” or “Bob watched Star Wars”.

If entries into the Records table can be entirely automated (e.g.,

a record is automatically generated when viewing a video, work

logs are generated as coders make git commits), the system moves

towards passive data contribution. The maximally passive record

keeping system has no forms at all; all contribution records are

generated “naturally” (i.e. through surveillance infrastructure, or

more charitably through “workflow logging tools”). The less that

surveillance/logging is possible, the more active effort each entry in

the Records table will require. In our prototypes, however, it will be

up to contributors to decide that they want to make certain records

passive.

There will be a second form that enters records into what we

call the Schema Cultivation table. We can also think of this as a

list of “maintenance requests”. Each record in the Schema Culti-

vation table represents a contributor expressing an opinion about

how Records should be structured. The Schema Cultivation table

provides a bottoms-up way for contributors to update data schema

and determine how active or passive data contributions should be.

Including something like a Schema Cultivation table also high-

lights that negotiating these design decisions requires some degree

of active/explicit data contribution, because Schema Cultivation en-

tries are themselves actively collected data. It also introduces the

idea that even if data contributors are use-aware, they might not

be aware that they are able to propose changes to the record data

schema itself, so this should be transparently communicated.

Here, a contributor might express that they think it is wasteful

to manually fill out a form every time they commit code – this

information could be scraped from commit history. Or they might

express they want to change the movie rating schema from a up-

vote/downvote to a 5-star approach, or a score out of 100 approach.

4.2 Applications
Next, the system should include a component that keeps track

of how contribution records will be used, which we will call the

Application table. Each entry describes a process for analyzing or

using some Records.

The Application table also has a corresponding Cultivation table,

so contributors can weigh in on how their contribution records

should be used. An entry might express that a user is unhappy with

their contributions being used as training data for machine learning,

or conversely a user expressing that they think their contributions

are not being used enough. More formally, these records would

consists of a description of an application and whether a particular

user approves or disapproves of that application.

4.3 Preference Aggregation and
Implementation

Finally, the links between “cultivation” tables and actual tables

must be handled via some mechanism for preference aggregation
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and some mechanism to implement changes based on preference

aggregation.

For instance, a very simple high trust default preference aggrega-

tion approach might be: whenever anyone expresses an opinion via

an entry to the Schema Cultivation table, implement that schema

change immediately. A low trust version might, only implement

if every contributor submits an identical Schema Cultivation re-

quest. A middle ground might involve some kind of majority vote

or weighted average, which would require a definition of who is

an active user so that a majority or average can be identified.

Finally, in the full version of this architecture, users should also

have the option to contribute their opinions about how preference

aggregation should work. These opinions will be processed by

the existing preference aggregation mechanism, so there are likely

major concerns with teams getting stuck in undesirable equilibrium.

This is a concern we can study with simulation experiments.

4.4 Summary of Architecture from Contributor
Perspective

Here, what summarize what our proposed architecture would like

like from a contributor perspective.

A contributor can make five distinct kinds of contributions:

• Submit “active” contribution records

• Generate “passive” records through my activity

• Express opinions about record schema (contribute a record

to the Schema Cultivation table)

• Express opinions about how preferences should be aggre-

gated (contribute a record to the Preference Aggregation

Cultivation table)

• Express opinions about how records should be used in

downstream applications (contribute a record to the Appli-

cation Cultivation table)

4.5 Opinionated Defaults to Get the System
Running

If we assume we will use the above proposed architecture, then the

key challenge of the research team in this context becomes select-
ing opinionated defaults for system parameters. The opinionated

defaults will serve as a set of initial conditions, and the crowd will

adjust these parameters from their initial states over a designated

epoch.

As an example, the research teammight act in a top-down fashion

to design two forms – a Records entry form and Schema Cultivation

form – and select a default Preference Aggregation approach to

kick things off. The research team must also select how frequently

Preference Aggregation will be run.

For instance, an opinionated default that could be sufficient to

get this kind of system running may look like:

(1) The Records form consists of an open text input form for

describing a contribution and a drop-down menu with con-

tribution categories.

(2) The two Applications are to display a dashboard summa-

rizing weekly contributions and to provide a weekly “con-

tribution score” for each user.

(3) The Preference AggregationMechanism is: if more than 50%

of active contributors express the same opinion, implement

that opinion.

(4) The Preference Aggregation Mechanism is run every 2

weeks.

We note that in this position paper, we have omitted many of

the messy details needed to run the system in practice. Our plan

is for our pilot studies, we will use a highly “human-in-the-loop”

approach, i.e. the research team will act in cooperation with the

team of contributors. For instance, whenwe “implement an opinion”

expressed in the Schema Cultivation table, there will be a process

of manual interpretation and implementation in code. In much later

stages, this could be semi-automated following the large body of

work on smart contracts.

5 PLANNED STUDIES
We are actively working on studies to (1) test our hypotheses in

Section 3.2, (2) better understand the impact of different opinionated
defaults on the outcome of collaboratively designed contribution

tracking systems, and (3) more generally test the viability of this

design approach. We plan to invite DAOs actively using the Govrn
1

product to participate in these collaborative design pilot studies.

(There is currently a waitlist of about 50 DAOs.)

We currently plan to answer these questions by (1) iteratively

testing this contribution tracking approach with active DAOs and

(2) conducting simulation experiments, including agent-based mod-

els, to understand the likely pitfalls with using certain preference

aggregation methods.

In our early experiments, we will first focus on studying Schema

Cultivation. We will constrain contributor choices regarding Pref-

erence Aggregation, Applications, and system parameters like how

often the schema is updated (e.g., will suggest an opinionated de-

fault of “majority vote is run every two weeks”, and make minor

modifications based on DAO-specific concerns).

After conducting small-scale pilot studies that focus on Schema

Cultivation, we will focus on contribution value assessment. That is,

we observe what happens when participants use the collaborative

design approach to decide how different contributions should be

assigned relative value.

At each stage of our experiments, we plan to incorporate sim-

ulations designed to identify likely failure points and undesirable

equilibrium outcomes.

6 DISCUSSION
The collaboratively designed contribution tracker idea opens the

door to a number of additional research questions. Here, we briefly

discuss several directions that we think may be particularly inter-

esting. We also conclude with a discussion of the implications of

this research direction for DAOs in particular.

6.1 Volatility and Equilibria
The proposed architecture necessarily opens the door to highly

volatile data schema and record keeping interfaces. It could be the

case that Records schema change every other week, potentially

1
https://linktr.ee/Govrn

https://linktr.ee/Govrn
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causing data loss and/or making analysis very hard. However, it

is possible to select opinionated defaults that make such systems

less volatile or impose constraints on the allowable frequency of

changes.

Ultimately, in some contexts volatility in the record keeping

system may actually more accurately reflect the “collective consen-

sus” (or lack thereof). Or, contributors may end up implementing

a steady state where records are relatively unstructured (and then

structure can be re-added post-hoc using machine learning and

other data processing techniques).

Overall, this is an area where early experiments with active

projects may be very informative. As we conduct these experiments,

we will look for evidence of volatility in schema, applications, and

preference aggregation, and also look for common patterns in terms

of what equilibria emerge.

6.2 Connections with Data-dependent
Technologies

As noted above, our work is heavily inspired by efforts to measure

the value of “data labor” by the public and empower the public to

use this value to participate in the governance of data-dependent

technologies, i.e. by gaining “data leverage” [16].

Very directly, records in a contribution tracker could be used

as training data, so there is great potential to study contribution

tracking systems in terms of how different user behaviors impact

the performance of downstream data-dependent technologies. Fur-

thermore, tools that communicate to contributors how their choices

might affect different technologies could be highly effective in fos-

tering use-awareness, potentially with cascading effects (e.g., con-

tributors gain use-awareness and decide to adjust record schema

and/or change how records are used). Testing this will require im-

plementing visualizations or messages that are valid in some sense,

i.e. we will need to implement valid “data valuation” techniques

[13].

6.3 Implications for DAOs
In our brief proposal above, we have primarily described our pro-

posed design choices in a manner that is agnostic to any particular

tech stack, and not necessarily tied to any particular web3 tech-

nologies. However, this line of work is particularly relevant to

DAOs for two primary reasons: (1) DAOs have an emphasis on

collective governance of processes and technology, and (2) DAO

member contributions often go unacknowledged, unrecorded, and

uncompensated. Thus DAOs are doubly interested in collabora-

tively designed contribution recording systems because they have

implications for contributor compensation and contribution-based

decision-making power or governance as well as reputation and

credentialing of expertise within the DAO, all in keeping with the

DAO ethos of collective design.

Govrn has built a beta protocol and web app for this and has a

significant waitlist of interested DAOs and DAO contributors in

addition to five currently active DAOs logging contributions with

Govrn. These DAOs are recording contributions with opinionated

default record schema agreed upon by DAO leaders. The next step

is to introduce the collaborative cultivation process outlined above

so that DAO contributors have the ability to cultivate the schema

and application of the contribution records.
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